MALENY CONTRACT BRIDGE CLUB
This is the seventh bridge article for members of our club.
Solution from last week

Let's see all four hands since we've worked them out except for a few irrelevant small cards.

What you must do is lead the 2 ♠ at trick 2. Declarer will win but have at most 8 tricks before
he must lead clubs (1 spade, 3 hearts and 4 diamonds). Your partner will win the A and
returns a spade. Now you can take 3 spade tricks with your A, Q and J since North's K will
fall under your ace and your spades beat South's spades. This defence is difficult to find
because the usefulness of ducking a round of spades at trick 2 in preparation for your partner
to lead a second round through dummy's K is not immediately obvious. Congratulations to
anyone who decided to play 2 ♠ at trick 2.
More examples of inference by defenders
We have seen several examples of varying complexity illustrating the value of signalling by
defenders. Here are some more. In each of the hands, you are East.

In each of these hands, finding the winning defence would have been an unlikely fluke
without firstly, having a signalling system agreed by the partnership, and secondly, each
partner actively observing the small cards as well as the big cards and drawing appropriate
inferences.
Now we will leave defence for the time being and look at bidding. In preparation for this,
here are some bidding situations that will be discussed in more detail next week. In each case,

your job is to decide what bid you would make, assuming your bidding system was like the
one described in Paul Marston’s introductory bidding books. These situations do not have a
clear-cut right or wrong bid and the bid you should select may depend on the detailed
discussions you and your partner have had about similar situations. In all of these hands, you
are North.

